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Abstract
Buildings consume over 70% of the electricity in the

United States and much of it is wasted. The goal of
my research is to reduce this figure and move towards
more power proportional buildings. In order to achieve
these goals we need a system that combines fine-grained
monitoring, modeling, actuation, and visualization. For
my Ph.D. thesis I am designing a systems that combines
these facilities using operating system principles and in-
terfaces based on open standards.

I propose a layered architecture that builds up from a
sensor network deployment to a policy-expression inter-
face that ultimately allows a user to express the dataflow
from sensors through models, actuators, and visualiza-
tion components. By giving the user the right set of
primitives she can build arbitrarily complex scripts that
express her desired management policy; a combination
of observation and modeling gives the user better insight
into what policies are most effective. My thesis will
make various contributions in sensor network data man-
agement, stability and analysis of policies for actuation
and control, and sensornet deployment management.
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2 Introduction
Buildings consume 72% of the energy produced in

the United States amounting to over $300 billion in en-
ergy costs [7] . Furthermore, studies show that at least
20-30% is wasted [8]. In order to reduce building energy
consumption we must observe its use and design ways
to reduce the waste, schedule the load, and continuously
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repeat the process over time. This requires fine-grained
monitoring, building models, actuation, and systematic
management of the interaction between these compo-
nents.

Many modern buildings already contain a large sen-
sor network deployment as part of the building manage-
ment system (i.e. about 1300 sense points in the com-
puter science building at UC Berkeley). However, these
deployments only monitor about 40% of the total energy
of the building [11]. In order to capture the rest of the
energy consumed, a richer monitoring infrastructure is
necessary. The monitoring infrastructure produces ad-
ditional data streams such as weather, activity, and mea-
surements which can be used in concert with building
and behavioral models to understand the energy con-
sumption landscape. In order to have an impact on the
profile for the building, we must close the loop through
actuation, either by motivating the occupants or through
direct actuation.

Figure 1. Building Energy-Management Operating
System (BEMOS) architecture.

For my Ph.D. thesis, I am constructing a system
that uses the recently proposed data abstraction layer
for physical data – the Simple Monitoring and Actua-
tion protocol (sMAP) [9] – and adds a data collection
layer with a file-system interface and facilities called
StreamFS [13]. Together these systems provide a plat-
form for installing models and provide a uniform inter-
face for referring to data streams, deployment metadata,
models, and actuators that will be used by a policy ex-
pression interface. Furthermore, StreamFS implements



a standard interface for piping data streams from the
data source to a given target. The concept of a target
is open to either a modeling “file” within StreamFS or
an external application URL; the latter provides a simple
interface for exporting the data to visualization compo-
nents.

A policy expression engine will be built on top of
StreamFS. The engine will be used to interpret policy
scripts expressed as declarative dataflow graphs; com-
bining ideas from previous scripting languages such as
Occam [15] and Click [10]. The policy expression en-
gine will refer to nodes in StreamFS and all process
management will work back to the file system, as pro-
cess facilities are materialized in the \proc directory on
Unix-based file systems.

I am also currently developing a standard resource hi-
erarchy within StreamFS, also similar to the file-system
hierarchy standard used in traditional Unix file sys-
tems [1]. The standard portion of the hierarchy is used to
manage the policies installed, the StreamFS setup, and
the representation of the deployment in the file system.
To ease the integration of newly installed sensors to a
deployment managed by StreamFS, I will be working
on a zero-configuration protocol that uses the structure
of the file system as semantic information about where
sensors are in physical spaces and attempt to deduce
where in the file system the newly installed node should
be placed; its placement in StreamFS should reflect its
deployment context.

3 Related Work
My work draw from various areas in computer sci-

ence. StreamFS is largely inspired by work in the file
system literature [12, 16, 17], streaming databases [5,
4, 2], and distributed operating systems [19]. StreamFS
combines mounting and symbolic linking as a single op-
eration, however, rather than simply ease application de-
velopment on a distributed file system, StreamFS uses
this functionality to enable horizontal scalability and to
combine StreamFS deployments across multiple build-
ings. The model “files” in StreamFS take concepts
from steaming databases, as operators, such as averag-
ing, interpolation, and prediction, are performed on the
streams of data coming into the system.

The policy engine draws from work on dataflow
programming such as Ptolemy [3], Occam [15], and
Click [10]. In order to combine the collected data
streams and models, my system will allow users to ex-
press how the data flows between them. Click allows
users to combine components in a dataflow graph that
performs operations on data packets and routes them ac-
cording to the policy expressed by the click script. Oc-
cam combines processing into its syntax by letting users
write functions of operations to be performed on se-
quences of data and forwarding data between processing
components. Ptolemy provides a way to express your
communication model and system composition. My
policy engine work is most closely related to Click and
Ptolemy.

The system as a whole is also closely related to
work in pervasive computing, smart environments [6,
14], and industrial building management systems.
BREXBAS [18] is an expert system that manages the
building by collecting space temperature to evaluate cur-
rent conditions and determine if there are any problems.
If any inefficiencies are detected the system provides ad-
vice to the end user. This work is different from BEMOS
in scale and approach. BEMOS integrates at least two
orders of magnitude more data streams that BREXBAS
and approaches the problem based on effective stream
data and metadata management.

4 BEMOS Architecture
This section describes the main components of the

BEMOS architecture. The bottom two layers – sMAP
and StreamFS – have already been developed. For my
thesis I will design and implement the modeling com-
ponent of StreamFS, the policy engine, a policy script
interpreter, and a policy script runtime engine that uses
StreamFS to manage the resources referred to by each
submitted policy script. I am also currently involved
in building various applications over StreamFS that in-
clude ways to ease deployment management through au-
tomatic registration of sensors in a given deployment
through a semantic zero-configuration protocol.

4.1 Data abstraction layer
In order to integrate data streams from different

sources we designed a data abstraction layer and an ar-
chitecture to expose the data streams called the Sim-
ple Monitoring and Actuation Protocol (sMAP). sMAP
defines a common data representation format using
javascript object notation (JSON) and provides a REST-
ful web services architecture that can be implemented
either directly on a measurement device or an associated
proxy for the measurement device. sMAP decouples the
physical sensors from the data they produce and enables
applications to innovate based on the data rather than the
particular set of devices that are producing the data.

4.2 Data management layer
StreamFS brings together the relationship between

streaming data and their associated metadata as well
as deployment management facilities through a file
system interface. There are four types of nodes in
StreamFS: r-nodes, s-nodes, m-nodes, and a-nodes. R-
nodes are generic resource nodes that represent sys-
tems or spaces in your deployment. For example,
\Soda\spaces\floor4\room410 is the name of the re-
source node that represents room 410 on the 4th floor
of the Soda building. Every r-node has properties that
are updated by the user. StreamFS proposes a schema
for space resource properties, as well as HVAC system
components, and element in the electrical load tree.
However, the design is generic and open to any hier-
archical decomposition of a deployment. S-nodes are
stream nodes; nodes in the system that represent streams
of data. S-node resource properties are also updatable,



however, the main difference with r-nodes is that s-
nodes data is stored in database. M-nodes represents
models or processing. M-nodes accept incoming data
and perform processing operations on them. They also
output data to target URLs or other m-nodes. Finally,
a-nodes represents actuators and are linked to the actu-
ation channel for a given sensor. Figure 2 shows the
StreamFS architecture.
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/hvac	   /spaces	  

DB	  

r-‐node	  

s-‐node	  

Symbolic	  Link	  

Symbolic	  Link	  

PAR/TSR	  Temperature	  
CT	  mains	  power	  
monitoring	   ACme	  

REST	  

REST	  

StreamFS	  
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“desc”:”hvac	  root	  
in	  soda	  hall”	  
“Dmestamp”:	  …	  
}	  

{“desc”:”soda	  hall	  
CS	  building”	  
“Dmestamp”:	  …}	  

Figure 2. StreamFS architecture. StreamFS pro-
vides a combination of a file system interface over
a RESTful HTTP layer for creating and deleting
nodes in the hierarchy that represent the sensor de-
ployment and allow us to connect streams, process-
ing/models, and actuation.

StreamFS also exposes a RESTful interface, so all
properties and data streams are queryable. Furthermore,
StreamFS provides a hierarchy querying features that
allows users to crawl the resource hierarchy, filter by
node properties, and query timeseries data in a single
call. StreamFS is designed to handle hundreds of thou-
sands of data streams. If more data streams need to be
added, the files system can be spread across a cluster of
machines and symbolically linked. This allows you to
spread the load horizontally and scale arbitrarily. The
querying facilities are built to run on the entire file sys-
tem, even if it is spread across many machines.

4.3 Policy engine
Policies will be written in a high-level language that

uses both models and live sensor data in order to make
actionable decisions – such as turning off a light switch
or alerting the end user of an faulty sensor. I am design-
ing a simple language similar to Click [10] that allows
users to declaratively express the dataflow between s-
nodes, m-nodes, a-nodes and visualization components.
Since users are effectively performing operations and
actions on streaming data, a dataflow scripting language
can be used to express how data flows between such el-
ements.

A simple actuation script to control room tempera-
ture could be written with three elements: a temper-

ature sensor element, a threshold model element, and
an air-conditioning actuator element. The threshold ele-
ment consumes the temperature data streams, constantly
checking temperature values. While the threshold ele-
ment sees values below threshold, it produces a “0” out-
put. When the threshold is exceeded, the model pro-
duces a “1”. The AC element will interpret a “1” as an
ON signal turn the AC on. Once the temperature falls
below threshold, the model element will emit “0” again,
causing the AC actuator to turn the air conditioner off.
A similar script can be written to control the heater and
arbitrarily complex scripts can be constructed with more
sophisticated modeling and more complex dataflow con-
figuration.

4.4 Policy and resource management
Policy scripts may conflict and this needs to be de-

tected when the policy is “compiled”. Policy script ref-
erence actuators and if the actuation conditions contra-
dict each other, the actuator and system it is control-
ling can be put into an unstable state. This should be
caught before the policy script is run. My work will stat-
ically evaluate policy scripts and determine where con-
flicts may occur. By representing each script as a state-
transition graph and simulating the activity, I will per-
form stability analysis by observing the frequency with
which the system reaches certain states. The main chal-
lenge is determining what the states are, when a transi-
tion has occurred, and what frequency constitutes insta-
bility. This is especially tricky in building systems be-
cause most systems naturally fluctuate between states as
the building system works to maintain a particular envi-
ronmental comfort. A much simpler approach is to con-
struct a reservation system where actuators are reserved
by specific policy scripts, or reserved for a certain pe-
riod of time. This can at least limit the stability analysis
to a single policy for a fixed period of time.

4.5 Shell and applications
I have built a shell over StreamFS that allows you to

directly interact with any StreamFS deployment. With
the shell users can manage their policy files, their model
modules, and their streams. They may also view and
control what processes are currently running, scale their
deployment, and direct streams to external processes,
such as visualization components.

5 Contributions to Sensor Networks
My thesis will make several contributions to sensor

networks. StreamFS provides a novel way to manage
streaming sensor data. Using a file-system structure
over a RESTful interface, StreamFS provides a natu-
ral structure for organizing deployment metadata and
streaming sensor data. Furthermore, file system facili-
ties, such as symbolic linking and piping, allow users to
scale StreamFS horizontally and share readings with ex-
ternal applications. StreamFS proposes type-specific re-
source schemas as well as a standard hierarchy when de-
composing systems, spaces, and the electrical load tree.



This provides a structure for organizing and querying in-
formation about your building-wide sensor deployment.

StreamFS will also provide a way to manage
model/processing components. When coupled with pip-
ing it will serve as a tool for managing dataflow between
sensor streams, model/processing, and actuation. These
StreamFS primitives will be used to build a high-level
language for real sensor network deployment. This is
another contribution to the sensor network community.
It has been a challenge to streamline the deployment
process with how it is managed, shared, and used by
applications. Although my application is for building
energy management, the techniques and tools that I am
building generalize to a wide range of sensor network
applications.

Using StreamFS as the main platform for my deploy-
ment, I will work to address the automatic configura-
tion problem in sensor network deployments. With the
standard hierarchy proposed by StreamFS, semantic in-
formation can be deduced about the deployment setup
from the hierarchy itself. My goal is to get sensors to
use this information to determine, with high probabil-
ity, where in the deployment hierarchy they should be
placed. Initially, my solution will involve a human-in-
the-loop but online learning techniques might be able to
improve the accuracy of the semantic zero-configuration
scheme I formulate.

Finally, as the number of sensors and integrated sen-
sor streams grow, I will surely encounter performance
and management scalability issues. I expect important
lessons to be learned that could be useful to the sen-
sor networks community about how to manage large de-
ployments.

6 Discussion and Future Work
My PhD thesis touches upon various areas in com-

puter science, and more specifically, sensor networks.
StreamFS deals with sensor data management issues in
this space, as well as deployment management. The
model processing component manages a set of external
processing operations in a uniform fashion and allows
users to test their models on real data. The policy en-
gine will explores ways to express policies by abstract-
ing away the sensors and logical entities as strictly re-
sources that consume and produce data streams. There
will also be contributions in the area of stability analysis
and zero-configuration.

In the future, I believe that BEMOS will make con-
tributions to the community that it does not make di-
rectly in its design. BEMOS will be a valuable tool to
make progress on the problem of managing building en-
ergy consumption and, more generally, managing a de-
ployment of sensors as resources that produce streaming
data. BEMOS is agnostic to the internals of the models
and how they are used, but it provides a way to test your
models in a real setting and lets you test how effective
those models are at optimizing performance on a set of
metrics. It will also ease the coupling of end-user ac-
tions and how the sensor deployment is used to perform

certain actions.
In addition, BEMOS decouples policies from a par-

ticular building. This allows a user to express various
management policies and execute those policies across
several buildings. This may prove to be a very effec-
tive way at reducing energy consumption quickly across
many buildings and maintain their energy consumption
low over time. Overall I believe the contribution of my
thesis can potentially leave a lasting impact on the com-
munity and I intend to release and support all the code
that I write.
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